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IN THE 1980s it was said that breathing the air in Mexico City was like smoking two packs
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of cigarettes a day. In children’s drawings, the skies were a dirty brown, not blue. Since

Between $33 million and $180 million

then, a raft of measures has made the air cleaner despite many more cars on the road.
Parks are full of runners, and on Sundays much of the city centre becomes a carfree

Submit

pageant of cyclists, rollerbladers and exercising grannies.
After such progress, it seems almost gratuitous to cosh drivers over the head with the most
draconian driving ban in the city’s history. But that is what the leftist city government of
Miguel Mancera has done. Since July 1st it has forced at least 350,000 old and notsoold
bangers off the road every Saturday, in addition to the one weekday from Monday to Friday
that they have been banned for since 1989. Adjacent states have joined in, saying the
expanded “Day Without a Car” programme will improve public health. So far, public wrath is
the more palpable impact.
The ban follows a pattern. Since taking office in December 2012, Mr Mancera’s government
has shown a tin ear for transport problems. It let striking teachers snarl up traffic for months
last year without lifting a finger (it blamed the federal government instead). It has also traded
blame with the city’s previous government for the suspension this year of part of the Metro
system’s new “Golden Line”. The 450,000 commuters affected would prefer quick and
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efficient alternatives, not fingerpointing.

Recent Activity

His policies have alarmed members of the Party of the Democratic Revolution, of which Mr
Mancera is part. Those affected by the new measures mostly drive old cars because they
cannot afford newer ones. Saturdays are when they visit relatives, or do the weekly shop,
or restock their small businesses. If the government had linked the driving ban to better
public transport, or scrapped its own smokebelching buses and rubbishcollecting lorries, it
might have been more palatable. Instead it waved charts simply promising an 11% drop in
pollution a year.
The evidence that such driving bans work is in any case questionable. International
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researchers have found that the original 1989 programme, though successful in the short
run, led many drivers to buy a second old car to drive on the day the other car was banned.

Facebook social plugin

That increased pollution. Some Mexicans dispute such studies, but nonetheless argue that
better public transport is needed, not stricter bans. As a member of a former PRD city
government puts it: “Environmentally it’s wrong, socially it’s worse, and politically it’s
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absurd.”
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It is surprising that the Economist finds problems with Mr Mancera's proposal. Air in Mexico City has
failed national and international air quality standards for decades. The main source of air pollution in
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Mexico City is cars, and a disproportionate amount of it is generated by old cars. Thus, if you need
to take one single measure to instantly reduce pollution, restricting the circulation of old cars is the
obvious measure. Given that old cars pollute so much more than newer models (up to 4.68 times
more ozone precursors, according to the city government), people buying more cars as a reaction to
this measure should not be a problem, for as long as they buy new cars. This is a rare opportunity
for the government to take a measure that is simple, clear, with an immediate effect, with no new
regulations to administer, and no cost to the public purse. Other, longer term solutions (public
transport is appalling) should certainly follow.
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How exactly do you suggest that the poorer classes purchase new cars? Most of them do not
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even have access to credit. Furthermore, new cars are no guarantee of cleaner air. As long as
some people continue to purchase 6 or 8 cylinder cars which however way you put it pollute far
more than even older 4 cylinder ones, Mexico City will suffer from poor air quality. Mancera's
measures disproportionally and unjustly sanction the poor and are unlikely to affect the quality of
the air in the city. Improving public transportation, eradicating corruption in emissions control
centers and having the city's fleet of vehicles upgraded to newer and less polluting technologies
would be a strong signal to Mexico City's population that their government is serious about air
quality. As a reminder, Mancera announced the new measure on June 19, 2014 and
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It is nowhere written that people have the right to drive a car. If people cannot buy a car that
doesn't produce excessive pollution, then they shouldn't have one. My constitutional right to
clear air trumps their nonexistent right to drive a clappedout old banger. Only as many cars
should be allowed as health standards permit, regardless of the mix. As simple as that.
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As for the facts: an old 4cylinder without a catalytic converter pollutes more than a new 8
cylinder with one; getting rid of old cars would immediately produce a measurable improvement
in the air quality (going by the analyses and figures of the city government and the Mario Molina
Center; if you have other sources to the contrary, we'd be delighted to see them).
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